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1. INTRODUCTION

This program is concerned with the physical phenomenon of the nuclear

magnetic resonance relaxation of two isotopes, 1 9 9 11g and 2 0 11g, of vapor-

phase mercury in contact with the walls of a container. The technique

J of orientation by optical pumping is employed to enhance the net nuclear

magnetic moment, and optical techniques are also employed to monitor the

dynamics of the nuclear spin system.

During part of the current reporting period, detailed calculations were

carried out on the effects of steady-state and randomly-fluctuating

(luadrupole perturbations upon the dynamics of the 201Hfg spin system.

These calculations are described in Chapter 2. The investigation of var-

ious cell fabrication and heat treatment techniques were continued, and

is described in Chapter 3. Other experiments and calculations relevant

to this project are presented in Chapter 4. Publications which resulted

from these efforts are listed in Chapter 5, and suggestions for future

studies are presented in Chapter 6. The remainder of this introductory

chapter describes the important results obtained during this reporting

period, and briefly describes the experimental method used for establish-

ing and monitoring the nuclear spin distribution.

1.1 IIIGIILI(;IITs OF TIlE RESEARCI IEFFORT

The work done during the reporting period has resulted in an improved

understanding of the mechanisms responsible for the relaxation of the

nuclear spins, has clarified the conditions which exist in the actual

NMR cell, and has eliminated from consideration some of the mechanisms

which had previously been suggested as causes for relaxation.

The origins and effects of both randomly-fluctuating and steady-state

quadrupole perturbations on 201fig have been clarified greatly. It is now

!1
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understood that the randomly-fluctuating quadrupole perturbation, which

I is responsible for the relaxation of 20 1 Hg, is more a consequence of the

* adsorption of that atom than a consequence of the fine details of the

I surface at the adsorption site, since an electric field gradient, direc-

ted perpendicular to a surface, is a necessary condition for adsorption

to occur. The correlation time of this randomly-fluctuating perturbation

is approximately equal to the adsorbed atom's sticking time, which is de-

termined by the strength of the adsorption. The relaxation time of fig

is inversely proportional to both the strength and the correlation time

of the fluctuating perturbation. Therefore, any mechanism which weakens

the adsorption of mercury will cause both a weaker electric field gradient

at the surface and a shorter sticking time, and will therefore increase

the relaxation time of 201Hg.

The expression for a quadrupole perturbation contains three terms, defined

in Section 2.1. An energy-shift term describes the change in the magnetic

energy levels, a torque term describes the torque felt by the nucleus,

and a 2w term is related to the coupling between levels whose quantum

numbers m differ by two. In the past, only the energy-shift term has

been considered, but the importance of the torque and 2w terms in the

quadrupole perturbation is now more fully appreciated. For instance, at

0 = 55° , the energy-shift term of the quadrupole perturbation is zero, but

the torque and 2w terms are non-zero. This means that the nuclear spin

feels a torque and can be relaxedeven though its magnetic energy levels

have not been shifted by the perturbation. When the torque and 2W terms

are included in the description of a randomly-fluctuating quadrupole per-

turbation, the relaxation rate in a cube-shaped cell is found to be in-

dependent of cell orientation. This prediction has been verified by a

careful experiment.

The effects of the energy-shift term of a steady-state quadrupole per-

turhation upon the dynamics of a fig spin system have been calculated

in detail. Previous calculations had modelled the four-level 20 111g spin

2
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system as three separate two-level systems. Although such a model is

simpler to use, it does not yield insights into the interrelationship of

the various types of spin distributions (e.g. ,orientation and alignment

distributions, both transverse and longitudinal to the external magnetic

field) of this multi-level system. During the current reporting period,

calculations were performed using spherical basis operators to describe

the spin system. These calculations yielded a detailed functional form

for the time dependence of signals from freely-precessing 201Hg in the

presence of a quadrupole perturbation. Several of these predictions were

verified experimentally. In addition, the calculations yielded insights

into the effects of a quadrupole perturbation combined with a transverse

rf magnetic field. The steady-state distribution in this case is a

linear combination of both orientation and alignment distributions, even

if only one type of distribution is being replenished by optical pumping.

The variation of the phase difference between the precessing orientation

distribution and the external rf field, as a function of parameters such

as relaxation times, pumping rates, resonant frequency, and the frequency

of the external rf field, has been examined. These results have yielded

insights into the effects of the cell wall upon the steady-state dynamics

of the spin system. These insights are expected to prove useful in the

development of devices which make use of optically-pumped mercury vapor.

The elemental composition of the silica cell wall surface was investi-

gated, using X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy. The mercury nuclei are

believed to interact predominantly with the first few atomic layers of

the interior cell wall. According to this analysis the wall surface is

pure SiO2, with no mercury or other impurities present to within a 10

detection limit. The analysis did not reveal any significant difference in

elemental composition among the surfaces of cells before heat treat-

ment, after heat treatment, and after exposure to strong uv radiation.

U3i I.
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The results of experiments performed during the reporting period have

eliminated several previously-considered hypotheses for causes of mercury

relaxation. Experimental results indicate that the surface near the cell!

tip area is not the dominant mercury relaxation site in cells prior to

their first heat treatment, but that relaxation occurs to some degree over

the entire cell surface. Silica glassblower's smoke consists of small

particles of silicon dioxide, not monoxide, and it does not form a strong

relaxing site, since a cell which contained visible amount of such smoke

was found to have relaxation times comparable to other cells from the

same batch which did not contain such smoke. Also,as stated above, the

relaxation of 201Hg due to electric field gradients does not vanish at

certain orientations of the field, since the torque and 2w terms must

still be considered.

1.2 SUMMARY OF EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

The experimental method for monitoring the nuclear spin distribution has

been described previously (see, for example, reference 1), and is

summarized here.

The NMR signals are observed from mercury vapor in a container which is

usually made from fused silica. Except for the cube-shaped cell described

in Section 2.6.4, the cells are 1 cm diameter spheres. They are baked

out under vacuum during fabrication, no buffer gas is intentionally in-

troduced, and the mercury density is chosen to be sufficiently low so

that the mercury interacts strongly only with the walls of the cell.

The experimental apparatus is shown in Figure 1.1. The 253.7 nni light I

from the ' g readout lamp is slightly off resonance from hyperfine

components of 19 91Ig and 20 1tfg absorptions, (2) and it can he shown (3 ) that

if such light is directed perpendicular to the H0 magnetic field and is

elliptically polarized, then the direction of the axis of elliptical

polarization is rotated through an angle proportional to the transverse

4
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I

orientation moment and the ellipticity of the polarization is changed by

* an amount proportional to the transverse alignment moment (these moments

are defined in Section 2.3). The linear analyzer in front of the photo-

j detector causes only the rotation of the polarization axis to be de-

tected, causing a change in intensity at the photodetector. A quarter-wave

plate placed in front of the analyzer would cause only the change in

ellipticity to be detected. Therefore, it is possible to monitor either

the orientation distribution or the alignment distribution individually.

A longitudinal spin distribution is created by optical pumping with a
204Hg lamp, whose 253.7 nm light is absorbed efficiently by hyperfine com-

ponents of both 19 9Hg and 2 01Hg(2 . If this light is linearly polarized,

then only an alignment distribution is established. If it is circularly

polarized, then the distribution is predominantly an orientation dis-

tribution, with a small alignment moment. These longitudinal distribu-

tions are rotated into a transverse distribution by means of a transverse

oscillatory magnetic field at the Larmor frequency, applied through the

AC coils shown in Figure 1.1. In these experiments, the H field was

about 1.3 and 3.5 gauss for measurements on 199gg, respectively,
which corresponds to a Larmor frequency of 975 Hz.

Relaxation times usually are determined by establishing a transverse or-

ientation distribution and by then simultaneously shutting off both the

pump beam and the transverse magnetic field. If no quadrupole perturba-

tion is present, the signal decays exponentially. The relaxation time,

which is determined by a circuit not shown in Figure 1.1, is the time

required for the signal to decay by a factor of e. A more accurate

method for determining relaxation times, with no light present, was used

for the cube-shaped cell and is described in Section 2.6.4.

In developing the model for the interaction which takes place on the cell

wall, 199tfg with a nuclear spin of 1/2, interacts only with magnetic

I
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fields, while 20 1Hg, with a spin of 3/2, possesses an electric quadrupole

I [ moment and interacts with electric field gradients as well as with mag-

netic fields.

7
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2. EFFECTS DUE TO QUADRUPOLE PERTURBATIONS

2.1 INTRODUCTION

The nucleus of 201Hg has a spin of 3/2, and can be affected by quadrupole

perturbations from various sources. Such perturbations can affect the

relaxation of the nuclear spins, as well as their steady-state free

precession.

A quadrupole perturbation is a small change in the magnetic energy levels

of a system with a spin greater than one half. It has two properties of

interest: energy levels with different values of Iml have different shifts

in energy, and the strength of the perturbation V varies with the angle

0 between the perturbation symmetry axis and the quantization direction:

V cI (3cos 20-l) = P2 (cos0) (2.1.1)

where P2 (cosO) is a second-order Legendre polynomial. Note that V changes

sign as 0 is varied from 00 to 900, passing through V = 0 at 0 = 54.74

and that V(O) = V(-0).

A quadrupole perturbation also causes a torque T, which is given by the

derivative of V with respect to 0:

T - cos0sinO - sin20 (2.1.2)

The torque is zero at 0 = 00 and at 0 = 900, but not at 0 = 54.740 .

A rigorous quantum-mechanical description of a quadrupole perturbation

yields terms proportional to the energy shift and to the torque, along

8
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with a third term whose classical analog is less clear. This term can

f couple magnetic energy levels whose quantum numbers m differ by two, and
it varies with angle as sin 2. An admittedly vague classical analog of

this term can be given in terms of the precessional motion of a spin in

a quadrupole field. If the spin precesses about the axis of the quad-

rupole field (6=0 ), its motion can be completely described by functions
which are periodic with respect to a single frequency, w. If it precesses

about an axis which is perpendicular to that of the quadrupole field

(8=900), a description of its motion requires functions with a periodicity

of 2w as well as functions with a periodicity of w. The third term in

the quadrupole perturbation is related to the amount of this second-

harmonic content in the precessional motion of the spin. It will be called

the "2w" term in the discussion below.

The angular dependences of these three terms is illustrated in Figure 2.1.1.

In the past, only the effects of the shift in the average energy levels (1 95)

have been studied. These effects include beats in the decay sig-

nals of 201Hg in the presence of a steady-state quadrupole perturbation.

During the current reporting period, theoretical models for quadrupole

perturbations were improved, and some of the predictions of these improved

models were tested experimentally. This chapter of this interim report
describes the origins of such perturbations, the theoretical method which

was used to predict their effects, and the experimental tests of these

predictions.

2.2 SOURCES OF QUADRUPOLE PERTURBATIONS

There are two major sources of quadrupole perturbations in mercury mag-

netic resonance experiments: interactions with the cell wall, and inter-

actions with the optical-pumping and readout light. Understanding the

interactions between the mercury nuclei and the cell wall is the primary

goal of this investigation. The interactions with the light beams often

cause a much stronger quadrupole perturbation, which is more easily

* i 9
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I

observed and quantified. Both types of perturbations will be described

in this section.

2.2.1 Perturbations Due to the Cell Wall

The nucleus of 20 111g has an electric quadrupole moment, and therefore a

quadrupole perturbation can arise from the effects of an electric fie ld

gradient at the nucleus. Such a field gradient exists whenever the mer-

cury atom is adsorbed onto the cell wall, regardless of the mechanism for

adsorption. If an atom is adsorbed onto a surface, then there must he an

electric field pulling it back toward the surface if it moves away, pushing

it away from the surface if it gets too close, and equal to zero at the

equilibrium distance from the surface (see Figure 2.2.1). Therefore, the

electric field has a gradient normal to the surface. A weakly adsorbed

atom such as mercury on fused silica is usually free to hop about the

surface, which indicates that any electric field gradients parallel to the

surface are much weaker than the component normal to the surface.

The quadrupole moment Q of the nucleus is defined by

eQ 2f pr2(3cos2 8-1)dV (2.2.1)
volume of
nucleus

where e is the magnitude of the electronic charge (e>O), p is the charge

density within the nucleus, and the integral is to be done for the

nucleus in the m = +1 state (i.e. ,m = +3/2 for 20111g). The quadrupole

moment of the nucleus is positive( 4 ), which indicates that the nucleus

is cigar-shaped, with the cigar parallel to the quantization direction

when m = #3/2. If this cigar-shaped distribution is placed in the elec-

tric field gradient described above, it will tend to orient its axis

~11U
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perpendicular to the field gradient axis. If the quantization axis is

parallel to the field gradient axis (0=00), then this orientation corre-

sponds to a linear combination of m = ±1/2 states, and it indicates that

the ±3/2 states have the higher energy. This corresponds to a positive

quadrupole perturbation, which for a spin 3/2 particle is defined as a

perturbation which raises the ±3/2 levels relative to the 41/2 levels at

e = 0.

A polarized atom is adsorbed and desorbed many times before it is relaxed,

and it therefore samples the entire cell surface. This results in a

randomly fluctuating perturbation. If the strength of the field gradient

is uniform over the entire cell wall, then it can be shown that both the

energy shift term and the torque term average to zero over a cell which is

a perfect sphere or a perfect cube. The 2w term does not average to zero.

A slight departure from these shapes, caused, for instance, by the sealoff

tip, can result in a non-zero average value for the energy shift and

torque terms as well, which imples a steady-state perturbation. The

effects of this non-zero average energy shift have been studied pre-
vious ly 1 , .

In summary, the forces which cause adsorption on the cell wall also give

rise to an electric field gradient at the nucleus, which causes a kiad-

rupole perturbation on 20111g. The axis of this field gradient (and,

therefore, of the perturbation) is directed normal to the surface. The

average value of this randomly fluctuating perturbation is determined

in part by the geometry and the orientation of the cell.

2.2.2 Perturbations Due to Light

[he fact that uv light near 253.7nm can shift the energy levels of mercury

has been verified theoretically and experimentally. (6 ) This shift occur

because the tiv light can couple the ground state to the excited state,

and this coupling tends to shift the energies of the various magnetic

13
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levels in both states. If the shifts for the 201fig m = +3/2 levels are

not equal to the shift for the m = ±1/2 levels, then a quadrupole pertur-

bation will result. It can be shown that this perturbation also has the

torque and the 2w terms. Since this light-induced perturbation is

stronger and is more easily controlled experimentally than the cell-wall-

induced perturbation, it is useful in experiments for detection and

measurement of the effects of quadrupole perturbations.

2.2.3 Consistency of the Algebraic Signs of the Perturbations

If the torque and the 2w terms are neglected, then the combined effect of

qtiadrupole perturbations from two sources is simply the algebraic sum of

the energy-shift terms. If the two perturbations have energy-shift terms

which are equtal in magnitude but opposite in sign, then tile net energy-

shiift term is zero. As described above, the perturbation due to the

electric field gradient on the cell wall is proportional to +P,(cos)1) ,

where "is the angle between the quantization direction (determined by

the external magnetic field) and the axis of the average quadrupole per-

turbation due to the cell wall. The theory of light-induced energy shifts

predit, that linearly polarized uv light from a 2021ig lamp, directed

pt'rpendicular to the quantization direction, causes a perturbation which

i, proportional to -P)(cos),), where 0, is the angle between the polari-

zation and quantization directions. Suppose the perturbations from these

two sources cancel each other for a certain pair of values of 0 1and 0
I "l'' is increased, then 0 , must also be increased in order for the per-

ttrhat ions to cancel each other again, since P ,(cosO) is a monotonic

t unct ion of 6 for 0 0 900. Preliminarv experiments, which detected the

pretsence of a net quadrupole perturbation by looking for a non-exponential

d'cav (Section 2.4) confirm this relationship between 01 and o,. Since

the two pert irbations arise from different types of mechanisms, these re-

tilt,, strongly support the descriptions for both the cell-wall-induced

and the I i.,lt- indtuced quadrupole perturbat ions.

k!!4
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2.3 DENSITY MATRIX AND SPHERICAL BASIS OPERATORS

In the calculations described in this Chapter, as well as in most calcu-

lations of the effects due to perturbations, the nuclear spin distribu-

tion is described in terms of a density matrix p, defined by

= p Im><m'l , (2.3.1)
mm' mm'

where Im> are basis states with a z-component of angular momentum m. The V
density matrix has the property that the expectation value <I> of any ob-

servable I is found by multiplying the corresponding operator I by p
op

and taking the trace:

<I> = Tr(I P) . (2.3.2) C
op

The observables of interest are the signals observed using either the

rotation of linearly polarized readout light or the change of ellipticity

of elliptically polarized readout light. The corresponding operators

are, respectively,

IL = I x  = Re(I+) (2.3.3)

and

i = Im(Izl + II ), (2.3.4)

where Ix, z' and I+ are angular momentum operators.

[wo types of spin distributions have been considered. A longitudinal

distribution has all spins parallel to the static magnetic field lyo . Such

a distribution can be established using optical pumping, with the light

along the I10 direction. A transverse distribution has a component of

spin perpendicular to Ifo, and can be established, for instance, by applying

L is
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a transverse magnetic field to a longitudinal distribution. When no trans-

verse field is present, the transverse component of the spin magnetic

moment precesses around the H° direction at the Larmor frequency, and

can be detected by the readout light described above.

The time-dependence of p is given by

dp -13

U(T 3.5)

and a solution for this equation is

P(t) e e ( i  } t  p(o)e (  i )}t (2. .o

where - is the total lamiltonian for the system.

It is possible to perform the calculation of p(t) using the densitN"

matrix as expressed in equation (2.3.1); however, this leads to very com-

plicated algebraic expressions. A much simpler method is to exprcs the

density matrix, the Ilamiltonian, and the operators corresponding to oh-

servables in terms of spherical basis operators TLM, defined hv

LMM
TLM l m>)<,n-Ml (-l) m - -  C(KKL; m, M-m3 2)7

m

where K is the total spin of the atom (K = 3/2 for 201 11g), and

C(KKI.; m, M-m) is a Clebsch-Gordan coefficient. Specifically, for h=3"2,

= j m><m =  , (.3.
m

m1 1 zT 
-

I 77 
. . ,sm,
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T E/31±3/2><±1/21 21±1/2)<;1/21 /31;+12><;321]

V10
1 -1

- 7 1 1+ , (2.3.8c)
/10

T. +'~=-J L,/±3/2)<±1/21 1 I1/2)<;3/211
/02

S - (ii + II Z ) , (2. 3.8d)2 A 23.d

etc., where the definitions of Iz and I+ have been used:

Izlm> = mlm> (2.3.9)

or

= mlm><mI
Im

and

Ijm) = ((3/2 ; m)(5/2 m i))l/2 mm-1 >  (2.3.10)

or

I = /3 1±3/2><±1/21 + 2j-1/2><-1/2j /3j;l1/2><3/2j.

le T I'M s obev the orthonormalitv relationship

Tr(TI'M rI.M') IL' 6 M-M, (-1)M (2..3.11)

17
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I Therefore, if the density matrix is expressed as a linear combination of

LM Is using the phase convention of Happer or Rose(7)

P= (-1)M PLM TLM (2.3.12)
L,M

then the evaluation of expectation values of observables becomes very

simple. For instance,

I z = Tr(1zP )

= Tr((/S r10)(1 ()M LM T L M)  (2.3.13)

= /SP1
15O0

and

IL = Re(I+) = Re(Tr(I+P)

= Re(Tr((- TU T1  )(I (1)MLM TL ,1.1)) (2.3.14)

= /U Re(pil).

Similarly,

I = Im(Izl+ + I+Iz) = 2/6 Ir(p 2 1 ). (2.3.15)

Therefore, when the density matrix is expressed by equation (2.3.12), the

rotation readout signal will be proportional to Re(p 1l), and the ellipti-

cally polarized readout signal will be proportional to Im(o 2 1 ).

18
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The TLM obey the commutation relation(
8 )

[TLM, TL,M,] J,, TL1,M+,E( 2 L + 1)(2L' + 1)2 (2.3.16)

L+L'+"x W (LL' KK;L"K) C(LL' L"; -MM' ) [(- 1)L ' +L - ].

This expression is not as formidable as it might appear to be, since

many of the terms in the summation over L" are zero, and since the Racah

coefficients W(LL'KK;L"K) and the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients can be ob-

tained from tables in the literature (9 ) . Therefore, equation (2.3.16)

can he used to solve equation (2.3.5), which leads to a set of coupled

differential equations for the density matrix elements pLM(t). In many

cases, these differential equations can be solved, and the solutions yield

directly the time dependence of the observables of interest. This method
201

was used to evaluate the 2ig decay transients (Section 2.4) and the

steady-state solutions in the presence of a transverse rf magnetic field

(Section 2.5), arid in conjunction with second-order perturbation theory,

to evaluate relaxation rates due to an anisotropic quadrupole perturba-

tion (Section 2.6).

2.4 NON-EXPONENTIAL DECAY

Non-exponential relaxation of the transverse magnetic moment of an optically-
7Ol01g(1)

pumped spin distribution has been reported for nuclei such as 201 and
8 3Kr(10) which have spins of 3/2, but not for spin 1/2 nuclei such as
19 9 ig or 1 2 9Xe. This departure from exponential decay has been explained

in terms of a quadrupole perturbation, which affects only nuclei with a

spin greater than 1/2. Calculations which have been reported in the past

have modelled the effect of the perturbation as a splitting of the spin-

3/2 resonance into three separate frequencies (1 ) or have calculated the

effect of the perturbation in terms of a 4x4 density matrix. Although

these calculations were able to explain correctly the observed nonexpo-

[ 19
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nential decay, they do not reveal directly other effects of a quadrupole

perturbation, such as its effect on the transverse alignment moment or on

longitudinal orientation and alignment moments. This section describes a

calculation of such effects using spherical basis operators, a method

which yields explicit expressions for signals observed from any trans-

verse or longitudinal distribution. The calculation is specialized to the

case of a spin 3/2 nucleus such as 2 01Hg or 83Kr.

The results described in this section are presented in greater detail in

an unpublished Singer Company, Kearfott Division Technical Report~1 l]

2.4.1 Theory

The method described in section 2.3 is followed here, with both the density

matrix p and the Hlamiltonian - expressed in terms of spherical basis

operators TLM. If the spins are in free precession with a Larmor frequency

o . and are subject to a quadrupole perturbation with an energy -fwQ, then,

for K = 3/2, the Hamiltonian V- is given by

= f1Wo(/5 T1 0 ) + f1WQ T 2 0 .

The terms in the quadrupole perturbation proportional to T21 and T,2
have been omitted. This corresponds to the case where the angle between

the perturbation axis and the quantization direction is zero (see Section

2.1). Analytic solutions have not yet been found for the general case of

T2 1, T22 non-zero.

As described in Section 2.3, a set of coupled differential equations is

obtained. In the present case, the equations can be separated into sub-

sets according to the value of M.

For M = 0, the equations are

d L 0 L = 1,2,3 2 (2.4.2)

20
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I

"I
which indicates that the longitudinal moments do not become tirne-

dependent in the presence of a quadrupole perturbation.

For M 1,

d ( i2. /7 p (24.3a)
aTF Pl i i wl' "2 1 1

d = ioQ 7l+ i7oP21 + i2 Q 7P31 , and (2.4.3b)

dt =2 iQ 37-SP21 iwoP31 " 1Qr7W 3

d P3I /72SP + iW (2.4.3c)

These can be solved by setting

i 0o t o C c S i n Q t )

PLI = e (PL + PL coswQt + PL s Q, L = 1,2,3,

and by applying the boundary conditions at t = 0:

PLI(0) = PL- pL C , L = 1,2,3. (2.4.5)

The result is:

2+3cosw t
P 1 1 (t) = 5 plI(0) + ivT sinwQtQ 2 1 (0)

+ 7(cosWQt-l)P 31 (0) , 2.4. a)

P21(t) = i/77 sinmQtpll(0 ) + coswQt021(o)

+ i/7 sinwQtP 3 1(0), and (2.4.01)

j 21
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P (cosw t-1)P (0) +31 Q l ~ /sTaQ21)

+ o S P 3 1
0) "  (2.4. 6c)

These equations do not take into account the exponential relaxation of

the spin distribution due, for instance, to interactions with the walls

of the container. The relaxation can be included ( 1 3 ) by rewriting equa-

tion (2.3.5) as

p- i do,2..

- - 77 o] - relaxation ( . "

In many cases, each component PLM relaxes exponentially with a relaxation

time TL. The effect of including this relaxation in the calculation is

that the terms PLI(0) are replaced by terms PLl(0) e t/ 1 L, for 1, = 1,2,3.

In the presence of a quadrupole perturbation, two effects are noted: 1)

the normal orientation and alignment signals show "beats", and 21 the

signals from the normally unobserved distributions appear, 900 out of

phase with the "normal" signal. Beats in the free precession decay of

orientation signals for spin 3/2 atoms have been reported ('1 1 0 )  In those

experiments, the quadrupole perturbation resulted from asymmetry of the

cell which contained the atomic vapor. In reference 1, the orientation

signals for the unperturbed system were interoreted as the sum of three

orientation signals at the same frequency, arising from three two-level

systems (13/2)- 1/2> , 11/2> - 1-1/2> , 1-1/2> - -3/2> ) all with the

same energy difference between levels. The quadrupole perturbation then

caused a slight shift in the 1_1/2> energy levels relative to the !'-'>

levels, which caused the three signals to be split into three slightly

different frequencies. This frequency splitting was observed as beats in

the amplitude of the orientation signals.

22
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I

This same picture can be used to explain the appearance of an alignment

signal during free precession of an initially pure orientation distri-

bution. Figure 2.4.la-3a shows three spins, corresponding to the three

two-level systems, at t = 0, when their distribution has an orientation

moment along the x-axis and has no alignment moment. Figure 2.4.1h shows

these same spins at t = Nr/wo where Nw 0 /wI>>I. The quadrupole pertur-

bation has caused the spins to precess at different rates, and their dis-

tribution now has an alignment moment (along the y-axis) as well as an

orientation moment (along the x-axis). Later, as in Figure 2.4.1c, the

orientation moment disappears, while the alignment moment is still non-

zero.

It was shown above (equation 2.4.2) that the density matrix elements

corresponding to a longitudinal orientation or alignment distribution do

not change in the presence of a quadrupole perturbation. Therefore, no

additional time dependence is introduced. The model of three two-level

systems, described in the previous section,provides a simple physical

picture for this lack of change under a quadrupole perturbation. When

the spins are aligned parallel to Ho, they do not precess. Therefore

there are no oscillatory signals whose frequencies can be split, and the

mechanism shown in Figure 2.4.1 does not occur.

In the absence of a quadrupole perturbation (wQ = 0), equations 2.4.6

show that the rotation of the linearly polarized light is determined only

by the transverse orientation distribution, and the change in ellipticitv

of elliptically polarized light only by the transverse alignment distri-

bution, as mentioned above. The equations also suggest that an octupole

moment distribution, once established, can, in principle, be detected

using optical readout of the free spin precession in the presence of a

quadrupole perturbation.

23
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FT(,IRE 2.4.1 -201fig Free Precession Described Using
Three Independent Spins
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2.4.2 Elxperimental

The spin distributions were established and monitored using the Faraday

readout apparatus described in Section 1.2. The switching circuit for

the transverse magnetic field was connected to the pump beam shutter so

that the pump beam and the transverse field could be shut off simultan-

eously, after which the nuclear spins were in free procession, affected

by only the If0 field and the quadrupole perturbation. In these experi-

mnents, the perturbation was the result of unequal readout-light-induced

frequency shifts for the 1±3/2> and 1±1/2> sublevels of 201 tg. (see

Section 2,2.2). Similar but weaker effects have been observed for quad-

rupole perturbations caused by interactions with the cell wall.

A typical decay curve for an orientation distribution (circularly polarized

pumping light) is shown in Figure 2.4.2, along with the results of a

least-squares fit to the first term in equation (2.4.6a).There is good

agreement between theory and experiment except for the second peak

(between 60 and 100 seconds). No improvement was obtained by a fit to

the sum of the first and second or of the first and third terms of

equation (2.4.6a), indicating that the observed signals were due only to

an orientation distribution.

Results for an alignment distribution (linearly polarized pumping light)

are shown in Figure 2.4.3. A pure alignment moment should yield no signal

until after the transverse magnetic field has been turned off. The ob-

served nonzero signal at t = 0 is probably due to the presence of an

orientation moment along with the alignment moment. Two possible causes

for such an orientation moment are: 1) optically active components in the

pump beam, which result in slightly elliptically polarized pumping light,

and 2) the combined interaction of the transverse magnetic field and the

quadrupole perturbation, which can be shown to produce a transverse orien-

tation moment even in the presence of purely linearly polarized pumping

light. The experimental data were least-squares fitted to the sum of the
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I
first and second terms in equation (2.4.6b), and reasonable agreement %,a,

obtained. Note that the fitted value of w in Figure 2.4.3 is reduced by

approximately one half when the readout light intensity, which is the

source of the quadrupole perturbation, is reduced by one half, in agree-

ment with the proportionality of the light intensity, the light-induced

quadrupole perturbation, and the "beat frequency" of the decay transients.

The shorter relaxation time for the upper trace is due to the increased

relaxation caused by the full-strength readout light.

The calculations described above yield explicit expressions for the time

dependence of a freely precessing spin distribution in the presence of a

quadrupole perturbation, and they show in a concise manner how the

various trasnsverse moments are coupled by such a perturbation. The cal-

cuilations were done explicitly for a spin 3/2 system, but the method could

be applied easily to other values of spin, since this value enters the

calculation only through the commutation relation for the T 's (equation

2.3.16) and the coefficients in the expression for the Iamiltonian

(equation 2.4.1).

2.5 COMBINI) QUAIRUPOLE PERTURBATION/TRANSVERSE MAGNETIC FIELI1/IIMI'ING

RADIATION/RELAXATION

The situation is frequently encountered where the mercury nuclei are

subjected to the combined effects of a steady-state magnetic field 1l

a transverse rf magnetic field 111, a quadrupole perturbation, optical

pumping radiation, and relaxation on the cell walls. The time dependence

of the density matrix p is then given by

Lip d LIP PUM (+ LI1P
UT= - [ o +  1 Q)'Pi + + 'pump + T relaxation (2.5.1)
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where the terms vo$ 'VIP and IQ are the liamiltonians corresponding to the

H° and Ill magnetic fields and to the quadrupole perturbation, respectively

and are given by

%1-= f o1z = fwo5 T10 $ (2.5.2)

a i atq
I at eI ) e (2.5.3)1 =~ e (I)

-i~atv'5 TO it~at/5 TI

= /5/2 w 1 e a 1 0 (T I.I T 1 1 ) a 1 and

*Q = W for m = ±3/2; -fiw for m ±1/2 (2.S.4)Q Q Qm( . .4

= 11WQ T 20

In the above equations, wo is the Larmor frequency, wI is proportional to

the strength of the rf magnetic field (wl = yHI , where y is the gyro-

magnetic ratio), wa is the frequency of the rf magnetic field, and ,() is

proportional to the strength of the quadrupole perturbation. The terms

of the quadrupole perturbation proportional to T 21 and ', have been

neglected in this calculation. This implies either that the quadriUPOIC

axis is parallel to 110 (where these terms are zero) or that only first-

order perturbation is assumed.

The last two terms in equation (2.5.1) are assumed to be given hy

d O i'M d L M L ( R ()2 ' .

77 nump + T 'relaxation M -1 M - . "

where ri, is the relaxation time for a spin distribution with muiltipolkri \"

I., and R is the steady-state value of pIM due to optical pumping %%hen no
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transverse field is present. An orientation distribution has 1. = 1 and an

alignment distribution has L = 2. Also, RLM is zero unless M is :ero,

for the case where optical pumping produces a longitudinal distribution.

The time dependence of the density matrix can be found using the method

described in Section 2.3. The result is fifteen coupled differential

equations with the fifteen variables p1L 1 (t) for 1, = 0 to 3 and NI = 0 to I.,
which are listed explicitly in Figure 2.5.1. The steady-state solutions
can be assumed to have the for-i

iMWat
i, t)= e QL (2.5. ,n

where olM is now used to designate the steady-state magnitudes of the

various density matrix elements. These solutions are then substituted

into the coupled differential equations, which then can be simplified to

a set ot simultaneous equations for the time-independent variables I'M,

These equations are too cumbersome to solve analytically, but numerical

solutions can be obtained easily using a digital computer. This ,as done

for various values of WJl, a I R LM and Aw, where A% = , a - )o"

Before solving these equations, several items shoild be noted:

1. The quadrupole perturbation is the only coupling between

states of different L. Therefore the orientation anid

alignment moments do not affect one another when is -er,.

2. The transverse IfI1 magnetic field is the only coupling

between states of different M. In the absence of stcl a

field, the longitudinal and transverse moments are inde-

pendent.

i many experiments, the NMR signals are obtained by using the Faradav

readout signal to drive the transverse I1 magnetic field (see, for
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d 1 iw1  -iw 0 t iw t 1
T1t +  e + e 11) = 10

d '1 a 1 1 1 - x 1
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d l -i t iwat

WE 2o +  - '1T20 +  iwl 0"- (e a1  2 1 + o. 0  ) .= 1 + C

TF 0
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* 

+ (-2iwiT ')'2" 03 T 10
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d -iw t iw t

TLi 30 + + 1w 1 (cT 3) +  030 1 (31 + 3-1 = 3 0

d i+a(- 31

E- 031 + I1V,.) e at iw /7 021 + -iwo +
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example, Section 2.2.1 of reference 12). A phase difference A¢ between

the signal and 1tl, caused, for instance, by the electronics which drives

H1, would cause a change in the frequency of the signal. Examination of

the numerical solutions of the simultaneous equations indicates that

Aw and Ap are related approximately by

Aw Z A(w1 )R20wQ (1 + B(Wl)WQ)- A¢(C + D(wl)W2 + E(wl)cQ ,  (2.5.7) H.

where the coefficients A through E are positive and are functions of wl,

as well as of TIP 2' T 3 and R1 0. Several features of this relation can

be noted:

1. For WQ 0, equation (2.5.7) reduces to

Aw = -CAt.

This result is also predicted by modelling the 20111g spin

system and the i1l drive as a resonator in a feedback loop.

One would expect that the constant C is inversely propor-

tional to the relaxation time T, of the resonator.

2. For R20= 0, the first term is zero, but there is still a

dependence of Aw upon wQ. Also, examination of the numerical

solutions for p11 and P21 shows that the quadrupole pertur-

bation produces a transverse alignment moment even if no

longitudinal alignment moment is being produced by the optical

pumping. At resonance (A) -- 0), the transverse alignment

moment produced by the qaadrupole perturbation is 00 Ou1t of

phase with the transverse .mnment produced by alignment

pump i ng.
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3. For A0 = 0, the frequency change is proportional to the

product of the alignment pumping rate and the quadrupole

perturbation, when the perturbation is weak. The numerical

solutions for R10 = 0 (no orientation pumping) show that

the quadrupole perturbation again mixes the transverse

orientation and alignment moments, and produces a transverse

orientation moment which is 90 out of phase with the

transverse moment produced by the orientation pumping.

When the orientation pumping is not zero, these two trans-

verse orientations moments add, yielding a net orientation

moment which is out of phase with l1 * This phase difference

between Ifl and the Faraday readout signal causes a frequency

shift Aw in the same way that a phase shift in the electronics

of the feedback loop causes a frequency shift.

4. No numerical solutions have been found for which A, is

independent of w1 , unless WQ is zero or unless both R,) and

A are zero. This fact confirms that the response of the

NMR cell to a change in 1l amplitude is a valid check for

the presence of a nonzero quadrupole perturbation.

Although the calculations described in this section do not deal directly

with the relaxation of the nuclear spins on the wall, they show that a

steady-state quadrupole perturbation, which can be caused by interactions

between the nuclear spin and the wall, can affect the steady-state dis-

tribution of the nuclear spins.

2.0 I:I;LAXATI ON DUE TO A FLUCTUATINC ANTSOTROPIC PERTURBATION

The relaxation of a nonthermal distribution of spins has been calculated
bv several authors(13), but all of those calculations assumed an isotropic

relaxing potential. Recent vapor-phase NMR relaxation measurements in

containers of various shapes have shown the need for a theoretical t reat-

ment of relaxation caused by a potential with a fixed orientation with
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respect to the static magnetic field used in such experiments. The first

part of this section summarizes one of the more general calculations in

the literature,( 8 ) and extends this calculation to the case of an aniso-

tropic relaxation mechanism. The second part deals with the specific

example of a spin-3/2 atom relaxing due to an electric field gradient,

and the third part gives explicit expressions for relaxation of spin-3/2

atoms due to electric field gradients on the walls of cells with various

shapes and orientations. The final part describes experimental results

obtained using a cube-shaped cell, and compares the results to the theore-

tical predictions.

The reader should keep in mind that only the relaxation due to an aniso-

tropic potential is calculated here. The relaxation rates due to isotro-

pic mechanisms must be added to the rates predicted here in order to

arrive at an estimate of the experimentally observed rates.

The results described in this section are presented in greater detail in

an unpublished Singer Company, Kearfott Division Technical Report (14 ).

2.6.1 Theory
(8)This calculation follows the method of Happer , who expresses the density

matrix p and the randomly-fluctuating perturbation V in terms of spherical

basis operators (see Section 2.3):

M
S= (-) pM T ,M' and (2.6.1), ,M LM L,M

v(t) = ) (-1) M t•L W(. .

L,M LM (t) rL ,-M .. . .

flapper makes use of the density matrix in the interaction representation,

', which is given by

(i /t) ;kot -(i /t)o ot
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lie also assumes that V is isotropic,has a multipolarity k, and has an ex-

ponential correlation function:

1 x 2 -T/T<V (t)V . , (t-T) > ekm av = (  ) 6 m,-i' (-1) V e c (2.6.4)

2
where V is the mean-squared strength of the perturbation, Tc is thec
correlation time, and the symbol < > denotes an ensemble average. Theav "

general formula for the time dependence of the density matrix a based

upon second-order perturbation theory is stated in reference (8) as

do [V*(t) ,[V*(t-T) ,a]dT (2.6.5)

where V*(t) is the potential in the interaction picture,

(i/'h) -0t = (i/ i)~It(..

V*(t) = e V (t) e (2.0.o

for the unperturbed Hamiltonian 1o"

flapper then shows that the time dependence of the density matrix due to

relaxation can be expressed as a set of equations

d (a.M.RCTL,M , RLL' (M)GL',M'(

where

= , 1 - 2 ..... L ± (2. - 2).

The fact that the relaxation couples only those elements of the density

matrix with equal values of M is a consequence of axial symmetry as ex-

pressed by the 6 m,-m term in equation (2.6.4).
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If V is no longer assumed to be isotropic,but to have cylindrical symmetry

about some axis, then equation (2.6.4) must be modified slightly. The2 2

term V is replaced by a term V~m, dependent on k, and m:

2 -T/T

m 2  c

<VZm(t) Vmm, ( t - m) av =  V9.m e . .. 8

The terms V2  aetema-qae auso t eie neuto
e rms2 are the ean-squared values of Vm(t) defined in equation

(2.6.2). Also, note that

2 2 ( . .
~V =V

m Zm

where V is defined for equation (2.6.4).

The term 6 , is a consequence of the assumed axial symmetry of the

potential(l). It will be shown below that if this term were not present,

then the randomly fluctuating potential V would be able to couple density

matrix elements of different m, which is not physically reasonable. For

instance, if a10 and a l were coupled, then V would be able to transform

a longitudinal orientation distribution into a coherently-precessing

transverse orientation distribution. Such a transformation can only be

made by a non-random potential, such as a transverse rf magnetic field

near the Larmor frequency.

In the special case for k = 2, Cohen-Tannoudji ( 1 6 ) expresses V in terms

of spherical harmonics. In this case, the 6 mm' term follows from inte-

gration over the azimuthal angle (. Such integration is necessary, even

if the symmetry axis of the quadrupole potential has a fixed angle t with

respect to the quantization direction, since this random potential inter-

acts with the spins at random intervals during their Larmor precession,

which corresponds to random values of 0. (Cohen Tannoudji then integrates

over the polar angle 0, since his calculation assumes an isotropic Io-

tential).
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Equation (2.6.8) can be substituted into (2.6.5) to give the time depen-

dence of the density matrix a:

d f( - U M dL o ( 2 .6 ] 0 )
-L,M L,M T . ,-M (.1

LM iiP'+' L, -ML,M V

" [ TF z , [ T z , T L ,M T -1

x"f dT exp(iwjAt + iuo'(t+ ))VZ (t) Vz ,(t->

Commutation relations for the spherical basis operators are given in the

appendix of reference 8. With these commutation relations, the double

commutator in equation (2.6.10) above can be expressed as

L,M ] ] A ALXlir'M XM++(2611)

where the calculation of the coefficients A LXpM is tedious but straight-

forward. The last term in equation (2.6.10) can be evaluated using

equation (2.6.8):

dT exp(iiuut + iWli' (t-T))V (t) V\ , (t-T av

f dT exp(iwvt + iW'(t-T))(=T)(6- ,)(-l)" (2.6.12)

2  -T/c

,(-I)) -)
z -
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The term 6 prevents the unphysical results discussed above.

S ubstituting (2.6.11) and (2.6.12) into (2.6.10),and changing the sign of

the dummy index p,yields

( I)M T L d,MM d -L,-M

L ,M

A (-I)" V 2  T

(-1) ,L-M , (2+1)(l+iTc) XM
L ,M ' aXc

Equation the coefficients of TLM on both sides yields

d AL'Lp-pM(-I) V 2  ct "Ll-M = L' (2k +i) (lwTc) aL',-M (2.6.14)
L9 c

E:quating (2.6.14) is identical to equations (23) and (24) of reference (8)92

except that V2 is replaced by V 2 . which must then be brought inside the

summation over o. A few examples of equation (2.6.14), for the special

case of a spin-3/2 particle, are given below.

For Z = :*

72VI a20 T (1(c) )a10 -4)- T7 T cV i I C 0 (2.o.15a)

T 0 = - T Tc 10+ ( W-T d) 1 T 1 0 bV2
d - 2 11  2 V21
cit a1 1 

=  13 - Tc(0 )1 - T cO 0+.bll5a)

c 1 + 2 0 7) C 0  1 1 (2.2.1Sb)

WE 20 =- c 1( 2 ) 2 0 "...- Wc 11 20,'"

*the symbol " " indicates the limit Wc<<I
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!

5v 
2

I (V1 2 + I I1 T ( 2 512)
"T 021 10 T ((V-dZc2 1 -- 1 11c(V )1"

.( 1 Sd)

For 1 2:*

Tt- lo 7 'c1+ (WTc)z 1+ (2WT c ) 1

V2  V2
12 21 22

77 2 2130]-1+ (U)Td 1+ (2wT c

2 2 2 lv V 2o( 0Ia

- T tc(V I + 4V2 - 7 21 -0 2.(.1a)

9) 9

2 223
dI - I T - (V2 + +22 ou(20 101))

Tc- 1 75 0 l+ (WT 9 1+ (2WTri

X)& (-V + 2
c 20 1+ (2oWT c 3

c 20 2
1 2 + 2 + 2-- TC[(3V20  tV 1  2V o 1

+ /V(V2 0 -V2)o 3 11

V29
LI 2 12 V 2_[ ~- 0T ( i c (  +  o)2 {.. loc)

I+ (tT c 1+ (2(W d)

2 2

-.7 cV21+ V 2 )'2 0  , and

*the symbol" -. " indicates the limit WT <<I
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V2  2V 2

d 1 2 + 21 + 22(
TF 2 ~ 1 7 V20 +T 2 6 d21=-"""c 0 1+(WTc) d +(2w-i dc)  21""

1 2 2 2
T (V + V2  + 2V

"- - c(V20 21 22C21"

2.6.2 Example: Electric Field Gradient

The energy operator for a particle with a total spin I and with a quad-

rupole moment eQ (e is the elementary charge), within a cylindrically

symmetric free-space electric field with a gradient q along the field
(17)

symmetry axis, is given by

q 32 2 2 2 2
V - - . 3I cos 0+31 sin 0+3(l 1 +II1 )sinecose-I ], (2.6.17)
op ~IT(2+)- z x z xx

where 0 is the angle between the symmetry axes of the quadrupole and of
2

the electric field, and Iz, Ix, and I are spin angular momentum opera-

tors. It is easy to show that (2.6.17) is equivalent to

e I ((3 cos 201))(3I 2  12)V 4I1(2f-)z

+ (3sin0cos0)(I 1 +1 1 ) + I 2 (2.0.18)

Using the definition of the spherical basis operators, and defining

V 0 = e 2qQ/41(21 - 1), it can be shown that

2
oP m=-2 -m,V 01 (-1 ),m v2 -m T 2 m
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with

V 2 0  = 6Vo(.I(3cos 2-1)) = 6V ° P 2 (cos0) (2.6. 19)

V2  ±VW V0 (3sinecose) =±T V P1 (coso), and (2.. 19b)

V2 V Vo(3Sin2 )  = P (cos0). (2.0.19c)2P±2 -7 V0(i ) -2 ~0  2~os)

The terms P2 (cosO) and P2m(cosO) are Legendre and associated Legendre

functions. Note that V2 0 corresponds to the shift in magnetic energy

levels ot the spin system, and that V2.1 corresponds to a torque on the

spins due to the electric field gradient.

Equations (2.6.19) are substituted into equation (2.6.16a) and (2.6.16W).

Assuming that wT<< 1 and that a30 and a3 1 are negligible compared to o

and all, the result is

d 2 2

d 0 -R T V (2-2cos2 0)a10 , and (2.. 0.20a)

d = cV2(+cos20)a11 , (2. 6. 2O-R 0T 1 + 0

where the constant R is equal to 54/25, and where 0 is now the angle be-

tween the electric field symmetry axis and the quantization direction.

The latter is determined by the static magnetic field in magnetic reso-

nance experiments.

lquations (2.6.20) make some strange predictions. For instance, at

0 - 9 0° they predict that the longitudinal spin distribution relaxes

twice :s fast as the transverse distribution. This is not in agreement

with magnetic-resonancc relaxation-time measurements, where the transverse
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relaxation rate l/T2 is always faster than or equal to the longitudinal

rate l/T1. However, the above calculation does not consider isotropic

mechanisms which can considerably increase the actual transverse relax-

ation rate.

2.6.3 Wall Relaxation for Various Container Shapes

The relaxation of spins of vapor-phase atoms occurs on the wall of the

container or cell (1 8). Each portion of the wall makes a fixed angle with

respect to the static magnetic field If., and therefore the relaxation rate

due to a fluctuating anistropic quadrupole perturbation can be calculated

by summing or integrating the angle-dependent relaxation rates (equations

2.6.20) over the cell surface. The electric field gradients arising from

the cell wall have their symmetry axes perpendicular to the wall surface.
Therefore, 0 in equations (2.6.20) represents the angle between I1I and the I
normal to the cell surface. For a spherical container, the relaxation

rate is obviously independent of cell orientation. The variation of

relaxation rate for spin-3/2 atoms due to electric field gradients on the

walls versus changes in cell orientation for other shapes is summarized

below (see Figures 2.6.1 and 2.6.2).

Cube-Shaped Cell:

When the cube is oriented with its faces parallel or perpendicular

to 11o, there are four faces parallel to 11 0(0 = 900) and t1\o faces

perpendicular (0 = 0) (Figure 2.6.1, 6 = 0°). Therefore,

1 d 221 d 0 - IRo cV [ 4(2)+2(0)] = -8 R Vo and (2..' ])

I_ d 2
1 ( -R o V 2 4(1)+2(2)] = -8 R %"
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When the cube is oriented with It along a body diagonal, it can
0

be shown that the normals to all cube faces make an angle ot
54.740 with If0 (Figure 2.6.1, L = SS ° . '[his is the angle 1(!1

which V0V the shift in energy levels, is zero. Then

120

-R -r 1) oT 6(4/3)2 -8 R T V a
c~lO c 01 0 c o0

wlI -f il = -oco (/3 = -8 RT~\o. (_.,.

When the cube is oriented so that two sides are parallel to If r

and four sides make an angle of 450, (Figure 9.0'., - 0)

I d R 2
0 10 0 d 10 -Rc o[2(2)+4(l)] = - Ro c V and (2 o. 2

01 -1 R V (I2(+4(3/2) -8 R T V- .

Ol0 c 01 0 c 0

It c-m be shown that for all cube orientations in which i flice
diagonal (dotted line in Figure 2.6.1) is perpendicular to I1

o

the relaxation rates for 1 10 and 111 are equal and are inode-

pendent of cube orientation. This is not in agreement with pre-
(19). i o

vious predictions 1 . However those calculations did not

include the T-1 ) and ' + terms.

Right-Circular Cylinder:

Consider a closed right circular cylinder with radius R and

length L, define c = L/R, and let t; be the angle between Ii and

the cylinder axis. On the end faces, the angle o between 11° and

the surface normal is equal to I, while for points on the curved
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I
I

surface, this angle is given by cos. = sinusin B, ,here the :1-i-

muthal angle ," is shown in Figure 2.6.2. Integrating over the

entire surface,

d 1

ut- 10 = -R 0 1cV(4 R ' ) (I+C-- _ sin-i-cos-Y 1 l, and

d 11 = -R ocVr(2TrR ( +c+ 7 sin'! +cos -i . (2 '-I)

For a long cyl inder (c>>l) , this reduces to

d 2 2 1
" 10 -R r cV (4nR c) (1- sin-t )c10, and

d 2 2 1 1

t" ,11 = -R0TcV (2TrR c) (1+ . sin'P),ll. (2.6. 25)

while for a flat disk (c<<l)

d 2 2 2 1
S 10 = -R c oV0 (4R )(l-cos-3+c(l- . sin 10,  and

d l -R V 2 (2rrR 2) (1+cos'3)l 1 *(2 . 20

Note that the longitudinal and transverse relaxation rates he-

come equal to each other at t = 54.740 for any value of- n,

this is the angle for which V2 0, the shift in the ener Ix ]e\el ,

is zero.

These relaxation rates do vary with cell orientation. \t .=
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for the cylinder and 90 for the disk, the longitudia 1 re-

laxation rate is twice the transverse rate. Again flute that

these rates are due only to the anisotropic quadrupole Ic rtitrra-

tion, and not to other effects such as dipole perturbations.

2.0.4 Experimental

Measurements of longitudinal and transverse relaxation rates were made

us ing a cube-shaped cell. The fused-si 1 ica cube, app roximatel' I IC on

a side) was evacuated and then filled with a dry vapor of mercury on-99!1 2011
riched with the isotopes l) and 0l at a density of about 1012

atoms/cm. The cell did not contain a buffer gas.

The transverse orientation moment was detected by means of the transverse

rf Faraday effect using the apparatus described in Section 1.2. Relaxa-
(20)tion rates were determined using modified pulsed NMR techniques. \t

the start of' each measurement, both shutters were closed, and no current

was applied to the AC coils. A longitudinal moment \%as established 1w

opening the pump-beam shutter for 60 seconds, which is about ten times

longer than the pumping time. The pumping time is the time required to

orient a fraction l/e of the atoms, assuming no relaxation. For measure-

mient of the longitudinal relaxation rate l/T 1 , tile pump shutter \,as

closed, and, after a measured delay tile readout shutter was o1euL 01 l-
taneously with tile application of a short pulse through the \ coil . lhi

pullse was controlled by the sivitching circu it anedWAS Iusted <1C) t!,1

the longitudinal moment was rotated by 90 making it observale with

Faraday readout. 'I'he resuIt i ng ampi I tide was recorded on a I- recorder

tor var i ots values of the del aV time. 'he amp I i tilde (after the pul Ics 1

xel, ji the delay time cani b'e least-squares fitted to ail exponent i a 1

tlinct ion to determine tile rel axat ion rate. For mea s urement of tle tr{ans-

verse relaxation rate 1/T,, the pulse was applied simultaneous l\- witl j h

c Is i ri1' of the pump-bheall sint t e r so that a t rans ve rse d is t r i but ioil

,x I-t(d dlrinig the measured delay t i me, a fter wh i chi the readolt sIutt t

,17
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was opened and the signal was observed. Note that the readout and pump

light could not affect the measured relaxation rates, since all reinxntion

took place with both beams off.

It is important to check for the presence of non-exponential decay when

analyzing the results of this experiment (1'5 ). Such departure from ex-

ponential decay can occur if V20' the shift in the magnetic energy lexe ls

due to the quadrupole perturbation, does not average to zero over the

entire cell surface (see Section 2.4). It can be shown that this average,

<\> '... is zero over the surface of a cube for all orientations ,ith

respect to the II magnetic field. A nonzero average can be caused by the
0

presence of the cell sealoff tip (a major source of this effect in

spherical cells) or by a slight elongation of the cell shape (the

cell walls were not flat enough to verify any elongation). It can hc

shown that either of these two effects will result in a value of 2t

which has the same angular dependence as V2 0 itself:

(V, P2 (cosO) = 1(3cos20-1), I2. .7

wihere 0 is now the angle between t1° and an axis whose orien tatioin ,i t

respect to the cell depends upon the cell shape. The ftinct ion,1 I . ,,

the decay transient ior transverse relaxation is shown in Section 2. 1

be gik\en by

S{t) = S(0)e - t /  (2 cos Qt) ".,. s

ihere S(t) is the signal at time t, i is the relaxation time, 1nJ

I-r)Iport i onal to V2O> t 1ong i tud i na I decay transients are bc I eve ' t

o f ftec te'd K, a nonzero<V2 ()

Sts iret:en t of I ongitudinal and transxerse relaxation rIit s, 1'i l ld

1 i ,e re r:lile for a culle- shaped cel I in severalI orieit t iol s, CC I C -

. 1 , , neas re rent s we re made along the three eq iivale t . ( Ixe,, t hr ,

t4
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of the four equivalent 550 axes, and three of the six equi\xa lent

90 ° axes. The axes are identified 1w nihimer s in I i.gure 2. .3. T he

term "equivalent axes" refers to the fact that a geen value o- can be

obtained with respect to different cube faces. t:or instance, the = 5

axis can be obtained by aligning It a long any of the four cube body

diagonals. The individual cube faces can be identified by featiires such

as bubbles, scratches, or the location of the sealoff tip (not shomn in

Figure 2.b.3).

l.ongitudina I and transverse decay trans ients were nonlinear-I est- - sIa es

fitted to equation (2.6.28). All of the longitudinal decay trans ient

ie lded w equal to zero,within experimental uncertainty, and reii xit ill

times between 40 and 44 seconds, showing no apparent variation withi cell

orientation. The transverse decay transients yielded relaxation tines a

few percent shorter than the corresponding longitudinal relaxation ti vies,

and values of wa5 shown in Table 2.6. 1.

Note that the values of u, are roughly proportional to 11 (cos-) 1._There-

fore, if the cell is assumed to be elongated along axis L3

in Figure 2.6.3, then the results can be explained in terms of the non-

exponential decay which is predicted for cells with such a shane.

Previous results (19) had indicated that the transverse relaxation rate

(lid vary with the cube orientation. It is now bel ieved that the amiluarcnt

var iat ion was due to a smal 1 departure from exponential decay, vhi ch was

not severe enough to cause a noticeable curvature in a l ogarithu ic p lot

of signal vs time (which should be a strai ght line for an exponeltia1l

decay) , but was able to affect the apparent slope of the line, ,h ich i-

proportional to the relaxation rate. The previous experiments iere not

conducted on more than one of the equivalent cube axes, and they did not

measure longi tudinal relaxation rates.
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TABLE 2.6.1 - Values of Quadrupole-Splitting Parameter
for Various Cube-Shaped Cell Orientations

3
wQ(XO (cos)

Axis it 0 (see Figure 4) (Hz)

1 0 8.3±1.5* -0.5

2 0 14.3±1.3 -0.5

3 0 21.5±0.8 I

4 55 5.1±2.6* 0

5 55 0.0±0.1 0

6 55 0.0±0.1 0

7 90 5.1±1.9 .15

8 90 6.4±3.1 .25

9 90 10.1±1.6 -0.5

*values not reproducible from day to day
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2. 7 (ONCLIISIONS

The results described in this section show that the four- level sn in svstc

of 201 fg can be conveniently described in terms of spherical basis oper-

ators, and that this description can predict effects which are not pre-

dicted by the simpler but less rigorous description of 201fig as three

two-ievel spin systems. The results also indicate that a description of

a qUadrupole perturbation solely in terms of the shift in energy levels,

without including the effects of torques which may also be present, might

not be sufficient for predicting the effects of such a perturbation.
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3. CEtLL FABRICATION AND TESTING

3.1 TIP-ONLY HEAT TREATMENTS

The surface of the cell near the sealoff tip can be expected to be diff-

erent from the remainder of the cell surface, since the latter is Laked

for several clays to achieve maximum cleanliness while the former is

freshly created, by glassblowing, at the time of sealoff, and is never

subsequently baked in a high-vacuum system. It had been suggested that

only this unbaked surface near the cell tip is responsible for the strong

relaxation observed in cells just after sealoff, and that the changes in

the cell surface which are caused by heat treatments occur mostly at that

area. This hypothesis was tested by applying heat treatment only to

the tip area.

Two cells, C-2 and W-165, were given tip-only heat treatments to deter-

mine if the cell tip area is the dominant region of the cell surface for

mercury relaxation. The first treatment was done in a small funnel-

shaped apparatus made from fused silica, sketched in Figure 3.1.la. After

a one-hour heat treatment at 9200 C, neither cell showed signals. llow-

ever, a thermocouple placed inside the tip of a dumnm cell (Figure 3.1.1h?

showed that the temperature inside the tip probably had not exceeded

5000(:. It was found that three turns of nichrome wire, placed directI"

around the cell tip, could raise the inside temperature to about 7500 (", a

measured by the thermocouple. In the past, most cells showed moderate

signals after a 750 0 C heat treatment, but these two cells still showed n
signa ls after a second tip-only heat treatment with the heater wire

di rectl'y on the cell tip as described above. The cells were then gji-en

a one-hour heat treatment in an oven at 7500 C after which they sho\ed muod-

erate signals but short (,:2s) relaxation times. These results stron] lv

siii,,gest that the relaxation of the nuclear spins is not confined to the

tip area, but that it occurs over the entire inner surface of the cel I.

S3
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The two cells then were given a 930 0 C, one-hour heat treatment. Cell

W-165 then showed maximum relaxation times of 70s for 19911g (at IS0C)

and 56 s for 20 11g (at 300 0 C). These values are similar to those of other

cells made from the same material. Cell C-2 showed performance slightly

poorer than that of W-165. Both cells improved after the 9300 C heat

treatment,but not after the tip-only heat treatment, which further indi-

cated that the mercury relaxation is affected by changes which occur over

the entire cell surface.

3.2 UEFFE(TS OF ABBREVIATED HEAT TREATMENT PROCEDURE
Nearly all of the cells made during the past few years were given a series

of one-hour heat treatments at about 750 0C, 830 °C, and 925 0 C. Signal

strengths and relaxation times usually increased after each heat treat-

ment, and rarely improved significantly after additional heat treatments.

A test was conducted to determine whether the first two heat treatments

were necessary for achieving good cell performance. Five cells from the

same batch were used for this test. Two of them received the sequence

of three heat treatments at different temperatures, and the other three

received heat treatments only at the highest temperature. The relaxation

times of these cells at 200 0 C are shown in Table 3.2.1 below. These

results indicate that the 765 C and 860°C treatments are not crucial and

that the 9300 C heat treatment is the most effective toward improvin, cell

performance. The first two heat treatments have therefore been omitted

durting processing of cells made after this test.

TABLE 3.2.1 - T199/T201 at 200 0 C After Different heat

Treatment Sequences

Cell W-156 W-159 W-162 IV-157 W- lol0
Treatment Iigh Temperature Only Standard

After 7650 C - 0.6/1.4 0.8/1.o
After 860( C - - 72/34 7 /33
After 9300 C 53/27 96/32 14/19 7(1/29 85/3 )
After 930 C 70/29 86/29 42/19 69/28 74/Y
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3. 3 TEIL CAGNAC CELL STABILIZATION MiTWIOI)

A heat treatment procedure was suggested by B. Cagnac ( who was -le

to produce stable cells by repeatedly cycling the cell temperature between

room temperature and 4000 C while continuously exposing the cells to reso-

nant ultraviolet radiation. This procedure was tested recently, usin i.Q

cells prepared on both ion pumped and oil-diffusion pumped vacuLum sy'stems.

Three cells from the batch used to test the abi reviated heat treatment

(see Section 3.2 above) received the Cagnac treatment. The first four

heat cycles were done in the relaxation-time measurement apparatus. '(he

relaxation times were short, but the cells improved slightly with each201400wee( s
c (-l,. For instance, tyl)ica 1 1 Hg relaxation times at 4000C wore 0.9 S,

1. 2 s, I.5 s , and 2.0 s during the four respective heat cycles. Next,

the cells received 2b heat cycles in a different oven, exposed to strong

resonant uv, which caused a slight decrease in relaxation time,but a

drastic decrease in mercury vapor density. At this point, the

observed relaxation times were not more than a few seconds. Finally, the

cells were 0ien a 93( 0 c heat treatment, after which their vapor densi-

ties and relaxation times were comparable to the other cells in the batch

aifter a 930°C heat treatment. Typical relaxation times at this point are

shown in Table 3.3.1, and can be compared with values for other cells fron

the same batch shown in Table 3.2.1. Subsequent exposure to stronv reso-

nant iiv caused the relaxation times to drop to as low as one tenth of the

vilues shown in Table 3.3.1, as well as causing a slight reduction in

vapor dens i ty. The results on these cells do not duplicate Dr. (atn'c i5

resuklts. The monotonic increase in relaxation time with temperat ire and

i,r~idliil overall increase in relaxation time with successive heat cvc les

which were observed with these cells, are not obs,-rved in the cells Prt,-

,, . , r n , the usual methods. Miost cells exhibit long relaxation ti:' , , nl Iv
ift o r hi -temperat ure licat treatment , rather than after low-t empe rat ure

i t Iv l ii, with resonant uv.
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TABLE 3.3.1 - Relaxation Times gfter Cagnac Cycles
followed by a 930 Heat Treatment

Cell T199 (200°C) T2 0 1 (
2 000C)

W-155 55 32

W-158 78 34

W-161 63 27

A new batch of cells was then fabricated and filled using the oil-diffu-

sion-pump vacuum system in order to duplicate more closely the experimen-

tal method used by Cagnac. The cells were baked at 1000 0 C for two days,

but a leak became evident when the cells were cooled. Fortunately, the

leak was found before the mercury ampoule had been broken. The leak was

fixed and the cells were baked again for several days at 10000 C with the
-8system pressure going as low as 2 x 10 torr with all heaters on. The

cells were cooled slowly to 700°C and the oven was then removed. The

mercury ampoule was cooled to about 00C, and, when the break-tip seal was

broken, the system pressure gradually rose to about S x 10- 7 torr. At

this point, a glass valve was closed, isolating the cells and ampoule

from the rest of the system. The mercury was driven into the cell mani-

fold, which was then sealed off from the vacuum system. The cells were

kept at elevated temperatures with the manifold tip in liquid nitrogen

for four days, after which the cells were removed from the manifold.

The batch was divided into two groups of four cells each. The control

group received heat treatments at 940°C and at 9S00 C for one hour, and

the test group received 29 heat cycles exposed to resonant uv. NMR sig,-

nals were sought during the first three heat cycles and during the l:at

heait cycle, but no signals were found. This group of cells was then

given a 940( C one hour heat treatment, after which strong signals were

lb)erved. The results for all cells are summarized in Table 3.3.2 be I,.

Note that there is no significant difference between the performances

57
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of cells from the two groups after the first heat treatment, and that thLc

performance of the control group degraded slightly after the second

heat treatment. Excessive heat treatments have been observed to degraL

the performance of cells in previous batches.

TABLE 3.3.2 - Relaxation Times for Cells Prepared
on Oil-Diffusion Pump System

After irst [feat Treatment After econd Heat Treatment
200 C Maximum 200 C Max i mm

(roup Cel 199 201 199 201 199 201 1q)9 201

'est W-167 78 s 36 s 78 s 52 s - - -

W-169 94 39 94 44 - - -

W-171 109 45 109 61 - - -

W-173 83 43 108 62 - - - -

Control W-l(18 90 s 39 s 98 s 55 s 75 s 34 s 75 s 4or s
IV- 170 91 33 91 53 74 29 74 39
W-172 129 44 129 69 113 41 113 01

-174 119 45 119 63 120 43 120

Although the current batch of ceils was fi lIed using an oil di ffus ion

p)umped vacuum system, similar to the system used by Cagnac, his results

were still not reproduced here, since no signals were observed before

the 940 C heat treatment.

3.4 WATE R-I:RE" SIPIEC(TROS II, (1LLS

A water- free form of the Spectrosi I brand of fused silica (Thermal -

\:mcrican Eiised Quartz Co. , Montvi 1le,NJ) has recent Iy become a VA i Iabl.

[hc suitability of this type of silica for cell fabrication was tested by

making a hatch of four cells (C-I through (-4) from this material arid to1

cells (W-163 through W-106) made from Suprasil 1IV, the material normal lv
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used for cells. In a new cell bakeout technique, applied for the first

time to this batch, the high temperature cell bakeout was not started
-8

until the vacuum system pressure had dropped to 10 torr with the en-

tire system at 400 0 C. The pressure rose more than expected when the cells

and manifold of this batch were first heated to 1000 0 C, but it then de-

creased as cell bakeout was continued.

Cells W-165 and C-2 received the tip-only heat treatments described in

Section 3.1. The other six cells received 9300 C heat treatment for one

hour. The performance of these cells is summarized in Table 3.4.1

below.

TABLE 3.4.1 - Water-free Spectrosil/Suprasil Cells
After One Heat Treatment

T199, sec '2 0 1 , sec

Cell 200 0 C 250°C Maximum 200 0 C 250°C Maximum

C-1 5 33 59 16 42 63
C-3 15 36 70 19 40 63
C-4 6 35 65 14 38 53

W-163 102 - 102 44 - 68
W- 164 91 107 107 42 56 64
W- 166 76 98 43 59 59 67

C -3 13 50 86 17 41 58
C-4 3 17 23 10 30 40

*after second heat treatment

lhc relaxation times of the water-free Spectrosil cells did not rise ;i.

.uick ly with temperature as those of the cel Is made from Supras i I h, I

their maximum values were not as high. Therefore, the three Spect rmi I

cells were given another heat treatment, at 9450C for one hour. (', I I (-I

!o st most of its mercury vapor, and cells C-3 and C-4 showed sl i.ht I\
poorer oe rall performance. These results indicate that water-f ,(,
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Spectrosil is not as good a starting material as Suprasil W .

3.5 MIERCURY PURIFICATION

During the reporting period, many techniques were developed for improving

the purity of mercury and for handling it under vacuum. Most of these

techniques were developed during fabrication of the electrodeless Limps

,hich are needed for these optical pumping experiments, and tiere fore ,the

effects of such techniques upon relaxation in NMR cells have not vet been

det e rmined.

The isotopically-enriched mercury is currently being received in the f-orm

of miercury oxide, and not in the form of mercury metal as had been recei\xe,

previously. The oxide is reduced by heating under vacuum. During such

heating, oxygen is released, along with smaller quantities of water and

other atmospheric constituents. A residue remains after the mercury has

been distilled away from the area where the oxide is decomposed. Ffforts

are currently underway to identify this residue.

The mercury then receives multiple distillations under vacuum, using a

long vertical silica tube and a movable ring-shaped cold trap. The mer-

cury droplet is placed at the closed bottom end of the tube and the lop

end of the tube is attached to the vacuum system. The ring-shaped cold

trap is placed around the tube, about two inches above the mercury. thhen

the mercury is heated, it evaporates and then condenses as a thin fillr

near the cold trap. The trap is then raised two inches and the process

is repeated. In this manner, the mercury can get distilled several ies

vithotit having to be driven for long distances within the vacumui svs tem.

l)Ice the reduction and distillation has been completed, the p i-ified

meretrv is isolated in a b reak-tip ampoule during the hi gh-te mpcrat tire

bakeoat of the cells or lamps. Therefore, any impuri ties generatel dtrl or,

1a keot t cannot come in contact with the purified mercury. The uise, of

00
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such ampoules is probably the most important step in maintaining the

mercury purity, since mercury is excellent getter and will readily absorb

many contaminants.

When the break-tip seal is opened, a small but significant "puff" of .gas

can be detected by the residual gas analyzer. This indicates that some

outgassing has occurred inside the sealed-off ampoule. To reduce the

effects of such outgassing, a non-evaporable getter (S.A.E.S. ST-17I wa

placed in a side-arm attached to one of the ampoules, in order to

absorb any outgassed impurities. The getter can act as a pump only after

it is activated by heating to about 9000 C. Unfortunately, a large amount

of or!t-anic impurities was released during the activation, and it took

several days to reduce the concentration of these impurities to an accen-

table level. The ampoule containing the getter and the multiple-distilled

mercury was then sealed off. When it was opened several days later, no

puff of gas was detected. However, the organic impurities again showed

up as the mercury was heated to be driven into the lamps. Therefore,

more work is needed in order to utilize the getters most effect ively,

although they do show promise for improving the mercury cleanliness.

\ mentioned above, these techniques were developed mostiv while fabri-

cating lamps. In the near future, they will be used for fillins, \11\

cells, and their effects upon cell performance will then be tested.

6 1
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!
4. COMPLENTENTARY I NsT Sl I CAI'1I ONS

4. 1 S IJRFAC ANALYSIS OF CELL WALL MATERIALS

In the past, much information on the relaxation of mercurY nuclear ,

has K en obtained through measurements of the decay rate of signals

arising from optically-detected precession of the spins,. Howceve, this

techniq tie cannot meastire directly the interaction between the cell 1,11 !1
and a mercury atom at a specific site on the wall during a sin:zle short

sticking time, an( it cannot characterize the state of the wall surtficc,

except in general macroscopic terms. Various surface spectroscopic

techniques, including X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS or 1'<('\

secondar - ion m ass spectroscopy, ion scattering spectroscopy, and Atiuor

electron spectroscopy, recently have become readily available. These
techniques are sensitive to the atomic composition and oxidation states

oa the atoms in the first few atomic layers, which is the portion of the

cell wihich interacts most strongly with the nuclear spins of the mercury

vapor atoms. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy can identify the atoms

present at the surface and can also determine their oxidation state.
Secondary-ion mass spectrometry is extremely sensitive for detection of

certain impurities, especially alkali metal atoms. Ion scatterini,

spectroscopy is sensitive only to the outermost atoms at the stlface,

ihich are the atoms which interact most strongly with the mercury nclc,r

spins. Auger electron spectroscopy is sensitive to the electronic slatc

of the suirface atoms, and has an imaging capability with a resollitiol) ,,

2). lli c rons.

hc mlin disadvantage of these techniques is that the cell must " e 1, ,

ia order to perform the analyses. It is possible that the cell ,all

ch;ngc during the process of breaking the cell, mounting a piece 0: 11;k,

ccl1 wall into a sample holder, and inserting it into the V;cutln sv,

, r ,aia vs is. lespite this drawback, these analysis technique, can ii,,

re:it lv in characterizing the impurities present on the cell surfac.

o 2
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Several cell surfaces were analyzed by XPS. This technique was chosen

because knowledge of the oxidation state of the atoms was desirable and

because XPS causes the least amount of damage to surfaces such as silici.

'Ihe analyses were performed at the analytical laboratory of Perkin-lilner,

Physical Electronics Div., Eden Prairie, Minn.

Three cells were investigated: W-133 (a high-quality cell), W-132 (a

high-quality cell which had been degraded by exposure to resonant uv) :ind

a control cell (a cell which had been sealed off with mercury,But had not

been heat treated). All cell surfaces were found to have silicon and

oxygen in chemical states identical to that of SiO.,. No mercury and

no otier impurities were detected. No differences in surface composition

or structure were found, except for variations in the distribution of

chemical states of carbon adsorbed from the lab atmosphere. It is not

known whether this difference was significant in relation to cell per-

formance or if it was due to random variations among the samples. The

results of these tests indicate that the difference between good and blad

cells is not due to an overall change in composition, but that it is due

either to some subtle change of the entire cell surface or to a gross

change of a small portion of the cell surface area. The sealoff tin ias

considered to be a likely area for such a gross change (see Section 3.1

These observations indicate that the fabrication, bakeout, and processn,

of the cells remove most foreign substances and result in cells with

clean ,io02 walls, Hydrogen, as well as oxygen combined with element>

other than silicon, may also have been present, but could not be ob-

served h\ the techniques employed.

.2 . .1 2 (A.SSBLOWERI' S SMOKE

,, Li d been suggested that the relaxation of mercury in fused si i, *

wht K affected by particles of so-called "glassblower's smoL'k' xi &

,::. , uip in the cell after sealoff. This "smoke" is a white, p ,r r,,

:i tl wihich is produced during the strong heating needed for shlapin,, ,I

0 3
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fused silica or for sealoff of cells. Although some sources claimi t]a it

is composed of silicon monoxide (SiO) it was determined by XP sur:acc.

analysis to be fused silica (SiO.2) However, such small particles ,,'

fused silica may have different surface properties than the silica ,i* the

cell wall, and may cause relaxation of the mercury nuclear spins. ixieri-

ments were performed to test whether such smoke would be affected 1- tihe

heat treatments which are known to improve the performance of N\IR cells.

Several samples of silica "glassblower's smoke" were prepared to test

wvhether such smoke is affected by a typical 950 0C cell heat trea-tment.

The samples were divided into three groups: one receiving a bakeout
at OSO (C for ten days under vacuum, another receiving a similar hakini-

in the ambient air, and a control receiving no treatment. After treatn )t,

no differences among the samples were seen under a 30X microscope. The

samples were then examined under an electron microscope, where again nt

dit'-erences could be detected. Therefore, the glassblower's smoke, if

present in the cell after sealoff, is probably not eliminated by heat

treatment.

A fortunate accident confirmed that glassblower's smoke is not a strion,,c

relaxation site for mercury. One of the cells, W-164 contained a cl,:r.

visible amount of glassblower's smoke on its inside surface. A.s can hc

seen from Table 3.4.1, its performance was not markedly different iron

that of the other Suprasil cells in this batch. Therefore, it is JoIIh*-

Ful that the presence of small amounts of glassblower's smoke in a cc!

will affect its performance.

4.5 3 tRI..VLA'[()N IML OF Flil I. PW:T\'I'T- IA L DIl D E TO MO'ION o: Ti lt:111 \1 1 lih,

!lrii n at t 'opt' to e lain t he apparent dependence of relaxation t iime

tLiht.fl eIC CtlI eri'nt,t on, thi p ssibility of a long correlation t !"',

a;I:-. coll it, I(1. he, trldicted relI axation time is independent of cl I
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orientation only if wT is small compared to unity, where w is 22 times

the Larmor frequencv (see Sectio 2.o ) If wm is not small, then uOtC

the longitudinal and transverse relaxation times should show, a vaniati en

on the order of (WT c

The original calculation (see Section 2.6.1) assumed that the relaxing

potential was a continuous stationary random fluctuation with an exnonen-

tial correlation function

-T/T c

<V(t)V(t + T)> = e (4.5.1)

hlaw ever, a vapor-phase atom only is affected by the relaxing potential

while the atom is adsorbed on the wall. The potential can be modelled as

a continuous potential which is turned on when the atom is adsorbed and

is turned off when the atom leaves the surface. The correlation fuinction

For this potential will be different from equation (4.3.1).

We assume that the probability of an atom remaining on the surface for a
-T/T

time - is e s, independent of how much time the atom has already spent

on the surface. Note that the average time for an atom to remain on the

surtace is then equal to T s We also assume that the average travel tive

hetween sticking events is TV) so that the probability of an atom beinc

on the surface is T /(T + T ) Finally, and most important, we asstwie

that the potential during one sticking event is completely uncorrelated

irom 'ihc potential during another sticking event. Therefore, if - is

long enough so that a desorption and subsequent readsorption occurs ,, ,'r

time , and time t + T, then <V(t)V(t + T)> must be zero.

Tlc correlation function is the ensemble average of the product

S\ kt),",t + T) his is given by

,V(t)V(t + T)>= Pro(particle on surface at time t) 4.3.2

x Prob(particle still on surface at time
(no desorption)

x<V(t)V(t + T)> for particle remaining on .,rIace

6.
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T /-TI -T/Tc= ( s )(e )(

T + T
S v

- (-L +
Ts c Ts
T +~ e

TS + Tv

OF -T/Teff
<V(t)V(t + T)> ITs +t ev -* e

i th
1 1 1

-- - 1

T T T
off c s

IsualiV, T is much shorter than T so l/T s can be neglected.

'he overall effects of turning the potential on and off thereforc are:

1) the average potential is reduced by a factor

T /(T + T ), and

2) there is an upper limit of Ts for the effective

correlation time Tef f of the potential.

In the special case of the cubic cell, we can not assume that different

sticking events are uncorrelated. If we assume that the atom is most

likely to desorb in a direction perpendicular to the surface, then tile

atom ,is most likely to end up on the opposite cube face, where the valies

or the quadrupole perturbation are the same. Therefore, the potcntials

at twc successive sticking events are correlated.

TJ:eile oc situation was simulated using a Monte-Carlo calculation. The

potential was set equal to +2 (arbitrary units) on two opposite cube

Faces, and to -1 on the other four faces. This corresponds to axes I-

Fi Fi ure 2.0.3. A particle was placed randomly on the inner surface,
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and then was desorbed, with the probability of desorbing at an angle

(relative to the normal to the surface) assumed to be proportional to

coso. (22) The potential at the point where the particle hit the cube was

then determined. The product of the starting and ending potentials was

computed and was then averaged for 5000 random paths. The result of the

calculation was that

2
<V(O) > = 2

<V(0)V(l)> = 0.2 (4.3.4)

<V(o)V(2)> Z 0

where r(O), V(1), and V(2) are, respectively, the values of the potential

at the beginning, after one trip, and after two trios acrnss the col I. ts,

can define a correlation time for this process in terms nf the rvto , F

decrease of <V(t)V(t + T)>, neglecting the fact that this model onl ev:Il at r ,,

\'(t+T) for values of T corresponding to an integral number of trips acros.

the cell. The value of <V(t)V(t + -)> decreases by a factor of ten atter

one trip, an,1 therefore the correlation time is roughly one half of the
-2

,i"crage travel time, since e 2 1/10. Since the actual travel time- are

not all equal, the degree of correlation after a time T will be less, Ohich

means that half the average travel time is an upper limit for the effec-

ti'e correlation time. In the cube-shaped cell, the average travel time

i. approximately 10- sec, and (WT c) 2 then works out to be less than 5?:.

Tny change in relaxation times caused by this effect would be less than

the uncertainty of the experimental results.
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4.4 AVERA(GE TRAVEL DISTANCE OF A MERCURY ATOM I T'i itiN A 'lIL

The average path length of a mercury atom across the cell was computed

for spherical and cubic cells. If all angles of desorption are equally-

likely, then the average path length is .6671) for a spherical cell of

diameter D, and .925L for a cube with side L. If the probability for

desorption at an angle 0 is assumed to be proportional to coso,( then

the average path lengths are .751) and .955L. A cubic cell has an average

path length 27% greater than a spherical cell which fits inside the cube,

(1) = L) but 27% less than a spherical cell which fits around the cube

() = L /7 = cube body diagonal). Since the relaxation time is expected

to he directly proportional to the average path length, these results

iuid icate that neither of these shapes is inherently better for achicliln

long relaxation times by providing a long average path, and that the best

cell shape for maximizing the path length is the one that best fills the

available space.

4.5 TIHL DARK FILM IN MIiRCURY LAMPS

An rf-excited electrodless-discharge mercury lamp is a system where mcr-

cmry-silica interactions are expected to be stronger than the interact ions

in NMIR cells. The dark film which often forms in these lamps has been in-

vestigated, in order to gain insight into the mercury-silica interactions

which can occur in both lamps and cells. Some of the results were de-

scribed in time previous interim report (12) Examination by electron

microscopy had shown a complicated surface structure, and X-ray analy is

(F\DAK had detected only mercury and silicon. The film was stable in

acids known to attack mercury and its oxides. It decomposed at a terlpcr-

attire above 38(0 C.

i)itri mm tile current reporting period, samples of this film were ;mna lv':-cI

mis n g X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) to determine the chemi ical

state of this film. 0nly s Ii con, oxygen and a re 1 at i vely small amout t

o C m' rc ii rv we re dot ect ed by XPS , w i th chemi cal sh i ft s cor respon di ng to

()8
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elemental mercury and to silicon and oxygen as found in fused silica.

This would indicate that the film was a mixture of elemental mercur" 1n,

SiO 2. However, the X-rays necessary for XPS are known to decomlpos eC-
(23)cury oxides by local surface heating. Although no time dependence

was observed for the chemical shift of the mercury XPS peak, it is still

possible that the film had some other chemical structure which was rapidly

decomposed by X-rays. A similar atomic composition was found on a region

of the lamp surface where no film was visible. It is doubtful that the

mercury in these clear portions was adsorbed directly from the merctiry

vapor in the lamp, since mercury is only weakly adsorbed onto silica.

It is more likely that the film growth occurred to some extent over the

entire lamp surface.

The tests described above indicate that the film is not composed solelv

of elemental mercury or of its oxides. It is doubtful that impurities

play a major role in film growth, since impurity levels monitored durinc

lamp filling were observed to be very low, and since no residial iimpurii-

ties were found in the film by FDIAX and bY XPS. As was mentioned in thc

previous interim report ( 1 2 ) , a possible chemical composition for t he ti li

is a mercury silicate. Although zinc and cadmium, whicl are direct lv
above mercury in the periodic table, form silicates which have high

(25)
melting points and are stable in most acids, no detailed descripj i(o)lq

of a mercury sil icate or of its preparation has been found in the litera-

ttre. (25,20,27,28) In fact, R{pke and Fysel (28) reported that they \,re

tinable to synthesize llgSio 4 from lgO and SiO2 at elevated temperaIttLre

and pressure. Therefore it is possible but unl ikelv that the film i>
composed of a mercury si I icate. More Ii kely compositions are ;I mi xt tire

of elemental mercury with SiO, and a mixture of mercury oxide , th

oxy',en-del'icient silica. The relative concentration of mercury, as doL-

termined by XPS, was small (about 3,), and it is plalusible that this sual1

amount of* mercury or mercury oxide was protected from acid attack by

the si Iica host (except, of course, for II). The decomposition temperaiIIIre

of the film was slightly lower than that of HgO, ( ) and one would expect

09
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that elemental mercury would be driven from the film by evaporation at a

much lower temperature if the film were composed of elemental mercury and

Sio 2. Therefore, the most likely composition for the film is a mixture

of mercury oxide and oxygen-deficient silica.

A possible growth mechanism for the film is a vapor-phase reaction betw<een

the mercury (ground-state or excited atoms, ions, or molecules) and the

silicon and oxygen atoms sputtered from the silica surface by the plasma.

Since mercury is only weakly adsorbed onto silica, and since no film

growth has been observed in mercury cells which are exposed to resonant

LIV but not to a plasma discharge, the presence of the discharge is pro-

bably necessary for film growth. This hypothesis is consistent with the

fact that the film accumulates mainly at the regions of weakest discharge,

since any film grown in regions of strong discharge would be removed bv

the continuous sputtering. It is also consistent with the observation

that the film appears to have been deposited from the vapor, as opposed

to having grown by diffusion into the bulk.

The results of this investigation support the hypothesis that the inter-

action between mercury and fused silica is very weak, since the p roposed

chemical reactions only occur after the silica has been decomposed V-

sput tering. Other experimental techniques are being sought in order to,

characterize further the nature of this mercury-silica substance.

A p resentation on this work was made at the March 1980 meeting of ilie

Aciican Physical Society, and a paper has been publiished in A\ppli.,i

Phys ics Letters. See (hapter S for further details on thce pubilicat ion<.

-V 1)
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S. PUBLICATIONS

5.1 TIlE DARK FILM IN MERCURY LAMPS

A presentation was made at the March, 1980 meeting of the American PIhvsical

Society in New York City I Paper # I)15, tull.Amer. Phvs. Soc. 25, 238 (1980

and a paper has been published in Applied Physics Letters 36, 9o3 (1980).

The results are summarized in Section 4.5 of this interim report.

5 .2 1 EECTS Dtill TO QIADRIPOLE. PERTIRBATTONS

The work which is summarized in Chapter 2 of this interim report is de-

scribed in greater detail in two Singer Company, Kearfott Division Tech-

nical Reports (references 11 and 14). Manuscripts are currently under

preparation for submission to the Physical Review A. Tentative titles

are "Quadrupole Perturbation Effects upon the 201 g Magnetic Resonance.

I. f-ects upon Free Precession of the Nuclear Spins," and "II. Relaxa-

tion due to an Anisotropic Perturbation."

5.3 SE OF NMR RELAXATION AS A SURFACE ANALYSIS I(IINIQUI.:

An abstract was submitted for nresentation at the Fortieth Annual (onfer-

ence on Phvsical Electronics, Ithaca, N.Y., June 1980. Unhfort1nate Iv, it

was not possible to include this paper in the conference schedule. 11c

abstract appears below:

AI)SORPTION OF MIR(CIJRY ON FUSI:!) SII1CA

OISFRI15) USING OPTI(:AIY-PUMPEI) NUCLEAR NA(;NETI1(7 RFSONA.'

P.A. Ieimann and .I.]1. Simpson

Singer C'o., Kearfott Dliv., little Falls, N.J.

The re laxation of a distribution of- oriented vapor-atom nuclea 1

-pin,; can ;e rve as a sensitive probe of very weak interact ions5

hetween such atomrs and a solid surface. In experiments wit h

vwe rc iirv vapor ainl f'tsed s i l ica, we have used this technique l

monitor heat i duced changes in the sil ica surface which have
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not been observable using other techniques. We have also ob-

served effects arising from the presence of a non-zero axerage

electric field gradient at the mercury nucleus during phys isorp-

tion. The technique is sensitive to surface-vapor interactions

at temperatures where sticking times are on the order of I()- (

seconds or less, and it can detect changes as small as 10- 1 \

in the average splitting between magnetic energy levels of the

nucleus of the physisorbed atom.

We will describe the principles of optical pumping and relaxa-

tion of nuclear spins, and we will show how information on the

strength and symmetry properties of the surface-vapor potential

can be determined from measurements of relaxation rates. We

use two -tahle isotopes of mercury: 19 9ttg which has a ma gne tic

dipole moment and is affected by local magnetic fields, and 201 lg

which in addition has an electric quadrupole moment and therefore
,s affected by hoth magnetic and electric fields. These local

fields may arise, for example, from charged defects in the silic:i

or from distortions in tile mercury atomic charge dist rihut i ,n ,hen

tile atom adsorbs onto the silica surface.

iKe wi Il present results which inrdicate that tile atwcrage .

of this interaction can varv by a factor of 10 or more betioclm
room temperature and 4000°C, and ca be altered more drasticill.

hn heating the silica to 9000 C or by exposing the mercury t

resonant tiv lig,.ht. Subsequent FSCA analysis of these sa'p e-

-howed no si gni fi cant di fferences between those with st ren . anl

,eak average surface fields. We wi II also present result>

which indicate that the electric field gradients, felt by Ihe
iiuclenis of the adsorbed atom as it hops about the stirfacc, .A\ t'

to -;ome n oi--zero value, di rected normal to the surface. 1,\e I-,, I

i:mdelI for the origin of this average field gradi ent w i I I he

re (' tt td.
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6. SU( ,GSTIONS FOR FURTHER STU DI)Y

'Te results of investigations of relaxation due to a randomlv-fluctuatinu,

quadrupole perturbation show that the torque and 2w terms must be in-

cluded along with the energy-shift term in order to describe the effects

accurately. At present, the calculations of the effects of a steady-

state quadrupole perturbation do not include these additional terms.

Although their predictions are in agreement with experimental results, tht

calculations should be repeated, using all three terms of the quadrupole

perturbation. New effects might be predicted by such a calculation.

Surface analysis of cell wall materials has determined that any impuri-

ties present are at concentrations less than one percent. More sensitive

surface analysis techniques, such as secondary-ion mao; spectroscopy,

will be able to detect such impurities at lower concentrations. The stir-

faces of pyrex cells should also be analyzed, in order to help explain

the long 199Hfg and short 201Hfg relaxation times observed in those cells.

Other tests for the effects of impurities include experiment- which will

introduce certain impurities into the cell by diffusion through the cell

wall and experiments which will attempt to remove charged impuritie.s hv
means of a strong electric field applied at high temperatures (ion

sweeping).

Olne unexplained property of the NMR cells is that they require a he;at

treatment after sealoff, despite the fact that they are heat trea ted

before scaloff 1y baking on the vacuum system. It is now believed thait

the new surface created at the tip area during cell sea loff is not thc

miajor site for relaxation prior to the first post-sealoff heat treaticnt

Iwn hypotheses must still be considered:

1. The presence of mercury vapor during heat treatment is

necessary for the beneficial effects of such a treatment.

There fore, the bakeout on the vacuum system is not sufficient

to p roduce cells with long relaxation times.
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2. The scaloff process causes some species to he released from

the sealoff area and to be deposited over the entire cell

surface. A post-sealoff heat treatment is required to

eliminate the relaxing effects of this deposited species.

The first hypothesis can be tested by making "wet" cells, which have I

droplet of liquid mercury in a reservoir attached to the cell. By coln-

trolling the temperature of the reservoir during heat treatment, the

effects of heat treatment under vacuum and in the presence of miercur\ can

he examined.

The species which is released from the sealoff area during sealoff could

he a volatile impurity, such as alkali atoms, although these impurities

are not present in large concentrations. Although silica glassblower's

smoke might also be generated, it is not believed to be a strong relaxinc

site. However, the mechanism which was proposed for the dark film grotth

in mercury lamps might be occurring on a smaller scale during the cell

sealoff: the silicon and oxygen which evaporates due to the intense heat

at the sealoff tip reacts with the mercury vapor present in the cel I to

form a thin layer of the dark film material. lligher-sensitivitv sturf:ace

analysis might detect the presence of such a thin film, especially in

cells whose sealoff tips were heated for a long period during sealoti.

Lxperiments such as electron spin resonance might detect the presence ,

paramagnetic sites which could cause nuclear spin relaxation.
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APPENDIX: RESEARCH OBJECTIVES & PERSONNEL

DFSCRIPTION AND OBJECTIVES

This is a basic research program for investigating the interactions that

cause relaxation of an initially established nonthermal angular distribu-

tion of the nuclear spins of odd mercury isotopes. The primary long rainge

goal of the investigation is to understand the phenomena of spin-relaxa-

tion interactions between mercury and the walls of cells made from fused

silica, glass, or modifications thereof. A major requisite for achieving

this primary goal is the directly related secondary goal of developing

procedures for fabricating cells with stable and predictable relaxation

times, mercury vapor densities, and NMR signals elvels.

PERSONNEL

The following people were involved in this research effort during the

reporting period.

I)r. James H. Simpson Principal Investigator

Ivan Greenwood Research Manager, ph-.ic<

lr. Peter lleimann Scientist

Dr. Michael Kelly Senior Scientist

~dward Kling Laboratory Assistant

Ralph Patterson Scientist

Donald Shernoff Senior Scientist

Dr. Robert Novick Consultant

This report was prepared by P.A. Heimann, who also performed the calcii-

lation of the effects of quadrupole perturbations. Mercury ccll s wer-e

prepared and filled by 1). Shernoff and M.. Kelly. Measurements of cell

p roperties, along with complementar\ observations, were performed b\

P.A. leimann, except for the data in Section 2.4, which were supplied I)\-
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D. Shernoff and D.S. Bayley. The work was carried out at the Resea3.rch

Center of The Singer Company, Kearfott Division, Little Palls, N.J., exce Vt

for the surface analysis of cell wall materials, which was per formed

at Perkin-Elmer, Physical Electronics Division, Eden Prairie, Minn.
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